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**Accessive Categories Slows Down Performance**

**Status**
- Closed

**Subject**
- Accessive Categories Slows Down Performance

**Version**
- 15.x

**Category**
- Usability

**Feature**
- Category
  - Performance / Speed / Load / Compression / Cache

**Resolution status**
- New

**Submitted by**
- John Morris

**Lastmod by**
- John Morris

**Rating**
- 

**Description**

Describe precisely what you did (how to reproduce)

On my own Tiki site at http://thepatriotwoodwiki.org/HomePage the Categories load very slowly. This is a known issue when large sites have excessive content in categories.

My tiki was performing well, I have very few items on my site, actually my site is still new with little content and a few categories, until I loaded the "Countries by Region" profile. Once the Countries categories were loaded by the profile, the categories section would not open, or would eventually open.

I understand there is a performance issue with massive content on a Tiki, but the categories are empty.

Describe exactly the faulty consequences

When the Categories tab is clicked, the categories page will not open, or will eventually open.

Explain what you expected instead of the faulty consequences

I had expected the Categories section to open quickly as the rest of the Tiki does.

**Workaround**

I turned off "Show category object count" off at tiki-admin.php?page=performance

But, this should only have to be done when categories contain excessive objects, in larger sites. The category section performed much better.

But, in my use case, with little content, this should not be an issue.

At this time, at my Tiki the "Show category object count" is back on for review by any interested parties.

**View the issue at** http://thepatriotwoodwiki.org/HomePage by clicking on the Categories tab.
Also, a show instance will be created to attempt to duplicate the issue.

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

John Morris 12 Apr 17 02:07 GMT-0000
Unable to create show instance, third party dependencies missing.
It is live, working on it now.

John Morris 12 Apr 17 02:44 GMT-0000
Cannot recreate issue in show. Hmmm.

John Morris 12 Apr 17 03:37 GMT-0000
Well, show instance was working, not now though.

John Morris 15 Apr 17 01:08 GMT-0000
Can a tiki guru get my show to show, it was working, I was in it and spent some time getting it all set up to show the issue I am reporting, I would hate to have to destroy it and start all over again.

John Morris 18 Apr 17 03:47 GMT-0000
Frustration has set in, I'm done. Grrrrrrrr!
lucia$ d' being 18 Apr 17 12:58 GMT-0000

Sorry to hear that! I have attempted svn-upping the instance but I fear you will have to destroy it and start again to reproduce the issue 😞

John Morris 18 Apr 17 18:19 GMT-0000

Thanks Luci

John Morris 26 Apr 17 03:47 GMT-0000

Unable to duplicate issue, profiles are not working.

John Morris 02 May 17 02:10 GMT-0000

Removed Country Category profile from own site, and wiki performs fine now.

Applied country category profile in show instance, with test pages in each category, and wiki performs well.

This appears to be an issue on my own site, but not the show instance.
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